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DOC COLOR

Innovation

In substance, in result, in design.

Substance

WaterLESS is MORE the first and only waterless color
enriched with Aloe Vera, Spirulinaand… olive oil,
limnanthes alba oil, vetiver oil, babassu oil,
shea butter, marine collagen, amino acid complex.
Used exclusively with the special active emulsion
enriched with enzymes of natural origin of papaya
and stem pineapple and with active and restructuring
moisturizing oils,Doc Activ Enzyme allows
you to obtaina voluptuous texture that guarantees
maximum intimacy with the hair, and produces
astonishing performance.

Result

We have replaced water to leave space for all the
substances that improve the color performance
and health of your hair to make your Color...
Better coverage, more intense, more gentle, more
cosmetic, more natural, more luminous, longer lasting.

Design

Food packaging that is revolutionary.
Safe and certified, with food quality s tandards,
recyclable, reusable, practical.

COLOR CHART
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NATURAL

ASH

1.0 / (1N)

4.0 / (4N)

7.0 / (7N)

2.0 / (2N)

5.0 / (5N)

3.0 / (3N)

6.0 / (6N)

8.1 / (8A)

7.18 / (7AMT)

7.2 / (7V)

8.0 / (8N)

6.1 / (6A)

9.1 / (9A)

8.18 / (8AMT)

8.2 / (8V)

9.0 / (9N)

7.1 / (7A)

9.18 / (9AMT)

9.2 / (9V)

BEIGE

ULTRA LIGHT BLOND

TONER

HIGH LIFT

5.7 / (5B)

10.1 / (10A)

10.2 / (10V)

.1 / (A)

10.12 / (10AV)

10.21 / (10AV)

.2 / (V)

33.0 / (3NN)

66.0 / (6NN)

44.0 / (4NN)

77.0 / (7NN)

6.7 / (6B)

55.0 / (5NN)

88.0 / (8NN)

7.7 / (7B)

COLOR CHART

IRISÈ

5.1 / (5A)

INTENSE NATURAL

99.0 / (9NN)

10.0 / (10N)

ASH MAT
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12.0 / (HLN)
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GOLDEN

GOLDEN COPPER

COPPER

4.3 / (4G)

7.3 / (7G)

6.34 / (6GC)

5.4 / (5C)

5.3 / (5G)

8.3 / (8G)

8.34 / (8GC)

6.4 / (6C)

6.3 / (6G)

9.3 / (9G)

8.4 / (8C)

7.4 / (7C)

RED

INTENSE RED

CLEAR

5.6 / (5R)

5.66 / (5RR)

0.00 / CLEAR PLUS

6.6 / (6R)

6.66 / (6RR)

0.0 / CLEAR

7.6 / (7R)

7.66 / (7RR)

INTENSE COPPER

MAHOGANY

PURPLE IRISÈ

ART

6.44 / (6CC)

5.5 / (5M)

4.22 / (4VV)

HIBISCUS
RED

SLATE
DARK GRAY

SILVER

ACAI VIOLET

8.44 / (8CC)

6.5 / (6M)

6.22 / (6VV)

SUNFLOWER
ORANGE

BLUE NAVY

EMERALD GREEN

LAVENDER

FREESIA YELLOW

PINK SAND

ORTENSIA BLUE

7.5 / (7M)

COLOR CHART
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DOC COLOR
DOC ACTIV ENZYME
FEATURES

The color that lets your
creativity run wild

All Doc Color shades can be mixed together to get infinite color effects. Mixing also enhances
coverage. The neutral base of the Natural and Natural Intense levels guarantees high quality
and flexible coverage while maintaining amazing hues both for the neutral and the warm series
for countless shades of color.

Mixing Ratio
Standard 1:1
High lift 1:2

Why it is excellent:
Doc Color 1 color for 2 color types:
Permanent, Demi Permanent
The first hair color on the market that replaced water with nutrients and a higher pigment
concentration to provide the best coverage and amazing hues:
- “Flexible” coverage of gray hair up to 100% in accordancewith the client’s wishes
- Natural Intense: increases coverage with no color overlays, recommended for very resistant hair.
- Total Comfort during the color service:
- Maximum delicacy and cosmetic effect thanks to the presence of natural and soothing ingredients.
- Brilliance and brightness.
- From intense to natural result, always just what you expect.
- No perfume.

Activ Pulp Enzyme

Guidelines
for application*
*Doc Color is compatible only
with Oxilock Plasma molecular
reconstruction.
When doing reconstruction
treatment at the same time
as a color service, add 1
measuring spoon of Oxilock
Plasma n°. 1 to 20-60 grams
of color, excluding the amount
of Doc Activ Enzyme. At the
end of the color processing
time, rinse thoroughly and
apply Oxilock Plasma n°. 2, and
leave on for at least 10 minutes.
Then rinse and apply Navitas
Organic Touch MilkShampoo
and Mask.
**Do not use heat

COLOR CHART

To ensure a creamy, soft and homogeneous texture that maintains the correct viscosity
even during the processing time, Doc Color can be mixed only with Doc Activ Enzyme. 
Rich in precious, natural ingredients and enzymes to ensure your customer’s comfort
as well as skin and hair hydration.
- Nourishing Oils to protect the hydration of the stem.
- Enzymes extracted from Papaya to ensure brilliance and brightness of the results over time.

ACTIV developer**

Use

Processing time

0.05 Activ

Demi-Permanent
- No lift on virgin hair.
- Light coverage.

From 5 to 25 minutes
depending on desired
result.

0.1 Activ

Demi-Permanent
- 1 level of lift on virgin hair.
- Gray coverage.

From 25 to 30
minutes.

0.2 Activ

Permanent
- 1 Level of lift.
1 to 2 levels on virgin hair.
- Up to 100% gray coverage.

At least 35 minutes.

40 minutes to boost
the grey coverage
on resistant hair.

0.3 Activ

- 2 to 3 levels of lift
on virgin hair.
- Up to 100% gray coverage
on resistant hair.

At least 40 minutes.

Increase processing
time by5 minutes
to boost coverage
of resistant gray hair.

0.4 Activ

3 to 4 levels of lift
on virgin hair.

At least 45 minutes.

Tips

Easy and flexible
gray coverage

With the special formulation on a Neutral base, gray coverage of hair is simple. It allows you
to obtain the best coverage while ensuring the desired hue intensity. These general usage tips
can be evaluated during the consultation depending on hair structure and coverage level
(Soft Deep).
Under 30% of gray hair

Between 30% and 50%
of grey hair

Over 50% of gray hair

Natural or
Intense Natural

X

+ 30% of natural level
(natural or intense natural)
according to preference.

+ 50% of natural level
(natural or intense natural)
according to preference.

ART as pure color

+ 30% of natural level
(natural or intense natural)
according to preference.

+ 30% of natural level
(natural or intense natural)
according to preference.

+ 50% of natural level
(natural or intense natural)
according to preference.

ART as a booster

X

Add Art separately from the
mixing ratio formulaTone (Hue) +
Natural Level + Doc Activ Enzyme
according to preference.

Add Art separately from
the mixing ratio formulaTone
(Hue) + Natural Level + Doc Activ
Enzyme according to preference.

Resistant hair

Increase leave on time
from 5 to 10 minutes.

Increase leave on time
from 5 to 10 minutes..

Increase leave on time
from 5 to 10 minutes.

Post color treatment

After color processing time, rinse hair thoroughly with warm water and wash with
Deva Color Day an Ocrys specific after color shampoo in the salon to remove any color
residue. Finish the color service with Deva Mask or Deva Conditioner.

Series
Art

The Art series shades are completely mixable – with each other or with 0.0 Clear
or Clear Plus 0.00 - to let your artistic creativity run free and give you surprising color effects,
from the most intense colors to the most delicate pastels. They can be used to boost the color
mix, in order to accentuate a hue, or as pure colors (long-lasting like the permanent or demi
permanent colors depending on the Doc Activ Enzyme type used).
Art as booster:
when used as a booster, add the color separately from the mixing ratio Color + Doc Activ Enzyme.
E.g.: 6 to 12 grams into 60 grams of color base depending on the desired intensity.
As pure color:
all Art shades can be diluted with the 0.0 that allows you to soften the hue to get very
delicate pastel shades.
To get a multifaceted effect or “Art Games”:
by using 12.0 + Art, processing time can be optimized to create color effects with lengths
and ends. The result is a slight lightening of about 1½ levels on artificial hair color to leave
space for the desired Art hue.

Neutralizing / Toner

16
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.1 and .2 can be used both as neutralizers of unwanted warm hues and as toners
to give an Ash or Irisè hue depending on your desire and objective. We recommend using it
with low volumes. Doc Activ Enzyme 0.05 (5vol / 1.5%) - Doc Activ Enzyme 0.1 (10 vol / 3%).

17

DOC COLOR
DOC ACTIV ENZYME
FEATURES

0.00 Clear Plus

This is an enhanced Clear. Like 0.0 Clear, it is a unique tool that is rich in amino acids
and in cosmetic and moisturizing agents. It restores keratin into the hair but also has
a slight bleaching power. It can be used in various ways:
To boost the bleaching:
- to be added in order to get ½ level of lift on virgin hair.
- to increase the bleaching power of a color, using between 25% and 50% in the mix.
Gommage on an artificial color (gentle cleaning treatment):
in order to delete a color spot or get ½ level of lift on artificially colored hair.
Primer:
on resistant hair or on particularly damaged lengths and ends, 0.00 can be an ally to more
effectively “seal” the color into lengths and ends, mixed with the low volume color desired
by the customer(once again separately from the mixing ratio of Doc Activ Enzyme).

Doc color pure
tones chart

Tips from
the colorist

COLOR CHART
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Name

Identification number

Alphabetical identification

Natural

0

N-Natural

Ash

1

A-Ash

Irisè

2

I-Irisè

Gold

3

G-Gold

Copper

4

C-Copper

Mahogany

5

M-Mahogany

Red

6

R-Red

Beige

7

B-Beige

Mat

8

Mat

When coloring porous or over-processed hair, use Ocrys Repair Sublime Mist Leave In
on the lengths and ends: this equalizes porosity for the lengths and improves color
performance. For very fine hair, use Ocrys Full-Body Leave In on the lengths and ends.
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DOC OLEODEC
FEATURES

Doc Oleodec

Features
and cosmetic action

Progressive
performance

Guidelines
for the application

Application

Warnings

COLOR CHART

Doc Oleodec is the innovative ammonia-free bleaching system to achieve lightening
levels desired to shades of extreme blond, in complete safety for the skin, for hair
and for the operator.
Thanks to the presence of precious oils (Rice Oil / Argan Oil / Babassu Oil / Olive Oil)
Doc Oleodec allows you to work in complete safety ensuring a moisturizing, protective
and emollient action during the lightening process.
The moistening action of the oils also acts to make the performance of progressive bleaching,
in fact, while the traditional bleaching dry after a while, blocking the lightening process, Doc
Oleodec, thanks to the presence of oils, continues to act
on the hair bringing a further result and in some cases avoiding the need for a second
application (lightens up to 7 tones).
Doc Oleodec can be mixed preferably with Doc Activ Enzyme. Using the appropriate spoon,
mix Doc Oleodec well in the jar so that oil and dust form a homogeneous texture. Withdraw
the required amount of Oleodec Doc soaked in oil and place it in a plastic, glass or porcelain
bowl, add the same amount of Activ Pulp Enzyme (choosing according to the result and the
hair structure) and mix until a homogeneous mixture is formed. Use the mixing ratio from 1:
1 to 1: 2. In case of total application or at the roots use at most Doc Activ Enzyme 0.2. Doc
Oleodec is compatible only with the molecular reconstruction system Oxilock Plasma Miracle
Come True.
In case of use on the scalp and on particularly sensitive skin protect with Ocrys Sensitive Scalp
Care applied before bleaching, leaving on for 5/7 minutes.
Decide the type of Doc Activ Enzyme to be used and the processing time according
to the desired objective and never exceed 50 minutes.
Do not apply on scalp not intact, irritated or affected by diseases. Follow carefully the
instructions. Rinse well after application. Do not use on hair previously treated with metallic
dyes. Observe the recommended processing times. Rinse immediately any residual bleaching
mixture deposited on the scalp. Use the prepared mixture immediately.

20
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DOC POWDERDEC
FEATURES

Features and
cosmetic action

Bleaching powder without ammonia. It guarantees a quick and effective lightening even
at low volumes, in total respect of the structure. Lightens up to 8 tones. Blue powder
to control and contrast the yellow tones. Enriched with emollient active ingredients.
Thanks to its ammonia-free formulation and special emollients, such as Xanthan gum
and Guar, it is the best ally for high quality lightening without staining the nearby strands.

Guidelines
for the application

Ideal for all lightening techniques, streaking and colour removal. Prepare the
mixture using the recommended mixing ratio, which can go from 1:1.5 to 1:2.5.
(Powder + Doc Activ Enzyme) depending on the desired consistency.
The bleaching powder can be used, like all bleaches, for partial or total lightening.
Pour into a plastic container: 1 part (25 g) bleaching powder + 2 parts (50 ml)
Doc Activ Enzyme 0.1 / 0.2 / 0.3 / 0.4. Mix well with a plastic brush.
Choose the most appropriate Doc Activ Enzyme according to the desired lift.
Doc Powderdec is compatible only with the molecular reconstruction system
Oxilock Plasma Miracle Come True.

Warnings

Do not use in foil. Do not heat up during application. Avoid contact with the skin.
Do not inhale or swallow. Do not use on damaged or brittle hair. Do not use if the scalp
is damaged or irritated or if skin is hypersensitive.

COLOR CHART
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COLOR JUICE

Innovation

In substance, in result, in design.

Substance

WaterLESS is MORE. Even the cream color gets rid
of the water and gives space to the Aloe Vera up to 75%
in some nuances. With 13 amino acids, spirulina natural oils
and other active nutrients and moisturizers Color Juice is
an innovative and revolutionary formula on the market of
cream colors. Free from PPD & RESORCINA Color Juice is
the new generation cream color.
It also transfers Doc’s safety, delicacy and innovation
to the world of cream color. Improves the simplicity
of applying a traditional cream color to the excellence
of the Color Juice result, thanks to a unique texture
and an unprecedented formula.

Result

Used exclusively with the special active emulsion,
Activ Pulp Enzyme, enriched with enzymes of natural origin
of Papaya, Aloe Vera and with moisturizing and active oils
restructuring, allows you to get a voluptuous texture to
ensure the best intimacy with the hair
for a surprising performance.

Design

After over 100 years of life in a tube also the cream
color changes skin. The choice of a flexible, environmentally
sustainable food packaging that meets the quality
standards of a packaging designed for baby food,
safe and ergonomic for the maximum comfort
of the hairdresser during application.

COLOR CHART
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ASH

NATURAL

8.1 / (8A)

7.18 / (7AMT)

3.81 / (5A)

8.0 / (8N)

6.1 / (6A)

9.1 / (9A)

8.18 / (8AMT)

5.81 / (6A)

9.0 / (9N)

7.1 / (7A)

4.0 / (4N)

7.0 / (7N)

2.0 / (2N)

5.0 / (5N)

3.0 / (3N)

6.0 / (6N)

INTENSE NATURAL

66.0 / (6NN)

44.0 / (4NN)

77.0 / (7NN)

55.0 / (5NN)

88.0 / (8NN)

COLOR CHART

MAT ASH

5.1 / (5A)

1.0 / (1N)

33.0 / (3NN)

ASH MAT

99.0 / (9NN)

10.0 / (10N)

BEIGE

ULTRA LIGHT BLOND

TONER

IRISÈ

5.7 / (5B)

10.1 / (10A)

10.2 / (10V)

.1 / (A)

9.2 / (9V)

7.7 / (7B)

10.12 / (10AV)

10.21 / (10AV)

.2 / (V)
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GOLDEN

GOLDEN COPPER

INTENSE COPPER

INTENSE VIOLET

CLEAR

4.22 / (4VV)

0.00 / CLEAR

6.22 / (6VV)

0.0 / ULTRA CLEAR

4.3 / (4G)

7.3 / (7G)

6.34 / (6GC)

5.44 / (5C)

5.3 / (5G)

8.3 / (8G)

8.34 / (8GC)

6.44 / (6C)

6.3 / (6G)

9.3 / (9G)

8.44 / (8C)

7.44 / (6C)

INTENSE RED

HIGH LIFT

FRUIT CANDY

4.66 / (7RR)

12.0 / (HLN)

LIGHT GRAY

DARK GRAY

GREEN

LIGHT BLUE

5.66 / (5RR)

12.11 / (V)

LIGHT VIOLET

PINK

YELLOW

ORANGE

6.66 / (6RR)

12.81 / (V)

RED

BLUE

MAHOGANY

VIOLET

COLOR CHART

7.66 / (7RR)
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/3

GOLDEN

/7

/ 34

BEIGE

GOLDEN COPPER

/ 44

YELLOW

GREEN

INTENSE COPPER

OR
AN

NATURAL

GE

/81

MAT ASH

INTENSE
NATURAL

UE

D

BL

DARK
GRAY

RE

/ 18

ASH MAT

/1

/ 66

VIOLET

ASH
LIGHT BLUE

INTENSE RED
MAHOGANY

/ 22

INTENSE VIOLET

.1

ASH
LIGHT VIOLET

10.12

ASH IRISÈ

/2

10.21

IRISÈ

IRISÈ ASH

.2

IRISÈ
LIGHT GRAY

COLOR CHART
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COLOR JUICE
ACTIV PULP ENZYME
FEATURES

The color that lets your
creativity run wild

All Color Juice shades can be mixed together to create endless color effects; mixing also
boosts coverage. The neutral base of our Natural bases guarantee superb, flexible coverage.
Hues retain their brilliance whether the tone is warm or neutral, with an infinite variety of color
effects. Our naturals give you intense coverage up to level 6, with softer coverage from level 7
upwards, producing ultra-versatile color without the risk of overload.

Mixing Ratio
Color and high lift 1:1

Why it’s so outstanding:
- Color Juice 1 color, 2 color families
- Permanent
- Demi-Permanent
- In the world of creamy hair color, it is the first to replace water with soothing, nourishing
ingredients for optimum coverage and striking hues, ensuring complete comfort during the
color service.
- Coverage for gray hair is as “flexible” as you want, up to 100%.
- Complete comfort during the color service.
- Ultra-gentle treatments and cosmetic effects thanks to soothing,
naturally-sourced ingredients.
- Gloss and shine.
- Reliable results every time, from intense to natural.

Activ Pulp Enzyme

To guarantee a soft, creamy, homogeneus texture which retains the right viscosity throughout
the processing time, Color Juice can only be mixed with Activ Pulp Enzyme.
Enriched with precious, delicate ingredients and Enzymes to help hydrate the hair
and scalp and guarantee the ultimate comfort.
- Nourishing oils to ensure the hair shaft stays hydrated.
- Pineapple Enzymes for long-lasting gloss and shine.
- Aloe Vera to delicately protect the hair and scalp.

Application
Guidelines*

ACTIV PULP
ENZYME**

Use

Processing time

*Color Juice is only compatible
with Oxilock Plasma molecular
reconstruction treatment.
When combining reconstruction
with a color service, add 1
measure of Oxilock Plasma N.1
(between 20 and 60 g
of color, not including the PULP
treatment). When the color has
developed, rinse hair thoroughly
and apply Oxilock Plasma N. 2;
leave on for at least 10 minutes.
At the end of the color
processing time, rinse the hair
and finish with the appropriate
product from the Ocrys range
or a Navitas Organic Touch
treatment.

0.05 Activ
1.5%

Demi-Permanent
- No lift on virgin hair.
- Slight coverage.

From 5 to 20 minutes
depending on the
desired result.

0.1 Activ
3%

Demi-Permanent
- 1 level of lift on virgin hair.
- Covers gray hair.

From 25 to 30
minutes.

0.2 Activ
6%

Permanent
- 1 to 2 levels of lift
on virgin hair.
- Up to 100% coverage
for gray hair.

At least 35 minutes.

0.3 Activ
9%

- 2 to 3 levels of lift
on virgin hair.
- Up to 100% gray coverage
for color-resistant hair.

At least 40 minutes.

0.4 Activ
1.2%

3 to 4 levels of lift
on virgin hair.

At least 45 minutes.

COLOR CHART

Flexible, high-performing
coverage for grey hair*

The Neutral formula gives you optimum coverage while guaranteeing the intensity required
for hues. These general guidelines can be adapted when consulting with the client to suit their
hair type and desired coverage (Light or Intense).
More than 50% grey hair

Virgin

Add between 30% and 50% natural base to the chosen color depending on the desired result
(Light or Intense).

Fruit Candy
as booster

Add separately from the mixing ratio formula indicated above depending on the desired result*
e.g. 7.44 (30 g) +7.0 (30 g) + activ pulp enzyme (60 g) + fruit candy (between 10% and 30%
of the color mix).

Color-resistant hair

Increase leave on by 5/10 minutes.

Post color
treatment

At the end of the color processing time, rinse hair thoroughly with warm water
and wash with a small amount of Deva Color Day shampoo, the post-color salon
treatment from the Ocrys range, to remove all residue of color. Finish off with
Deva Mask or Deva Conditioner.

Fruit Candy
series

All the shades in the Fruit Candy series can be mixed together or blended with
0.0 Clear Or 0.00 Clear Plus, giving free reign to your artistic creativity and creating stunning
color effects, from the deepest tones to delicate pastels. They can be used to boost the color
mix to accent hues or as pure colors.
Art color booster:
To intensify the color, add separately to the Color + Pulp formula. e.g.: between 6 and 180g
with 60g color base depending on the intensity required.

Tips

As pure colors:
All Fruit Candy shades can be “diluted” with 0.0 to tone down the hues, producing
ultra-delicate, pastel tones.
As a 3D Fruit Candy Effect:
Use 12.0 + Fruit Candy to optimize the color processing time and create artistic effects on the
lengths and ends. The result is a slight lightening of about 1½ level on cosmetically colored hair,
leaving space for the Fruit Candy desired hue.
40 minutes to boost
gray coverage for
color-resistant hair.

Neutralizing / Toner

.1 and .2 can be used to neutralize unwanted warm hues highlights or as a toner to produce
Ash and Purple-Red hues depending on the effect desired. Use at low volumes.
(Pulp 0.05 (5 vol/1.5%) – Pulp 0.1 (10 vol/3%).

High Lift

Our range of high lift is specially designed to make salon life as practical as possible,
enabling you to lighten and tone in just one step. They can be mixed and combined
endless ways depending on the base hair color and lightening need.

Increase processing
time by 5 minutes to
boost gray coverage
for color-resistant hair.
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COLOR JUICE
ACTIV PULP ENZYME
FEATURES

0.00 Clear Plus

This is an enhanced Clear, it is a unique product rich in amino acids and moisturizing cosmetic
agents. Designed to repair keratin from inside the hair, it also works as a slight bleaching.
It can be used in different ways:
Bleaching booster:
- add a proportion of between 25% and 50% to the color mix to boost the bleaching effect.
Gommage on an artificial color (gentle cleaning treatment):
- to remove color bands or get ½ or 1 level of lift on cosmetically colored hair depending on the
hair type and Activ Pulp Enzyme used.
Light Effects:
- on virgin hair: use alone to get 1 to 3 level of lift depending on the Pulp used.
With Fruit Candy to create an infinite variety of color effects.

Pure tones
Color Chart

Tips from
the colorist

COLOR CHART
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Name

Numerical code

Alphabetical code

Natural

.0

N-Natural

Ash

.1

A-Ash

Purple-red

.2

Violet / I-Irisè

Gold

.3

G-Gold

Copper

.4

C-Copper

Mahogany

.5

M-Mahogany

Red

.6

R-Red

Beige

.7

B-Beige

Mat

.8

Mat

In case of porous or over-processed hair you can use Ocrys Repair Sublime Mist
Leave In, which allows you to equalize the porosity of the lengths and improve the
performance of the colors. In case of thin hair you can use Ocrys Full-Body Leave In.
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FROZEN DECO
FEATURES

Frozen Deco

Freeze your blonde.
Ideal for all lightening techniques, streaking and colour removal.

Features
and cosmetic action

Bleaching powder. It guarantees a quick and effective lightening even at low volumes,
in total respect of the structure. + of 9 tones. Blue powder to control and contrast
the yellow tones. Enriched with emollient active ingredients. Thanks to its formula enriched
with special emollients, such as Xanthan gum which allows you to work perfectly freehand
without the need to stain the nearby strands.

Guidelines
for the application

Ideal for all lightening techniques, streaking and colour removal. Prepare the mixture using
the recommended mixing ratio, which can go from 1:1.5 to 1:2.5. (Powder + Activ Pulp Enzyme)
depending on the desired consistency.
The bleaching powder can be used, like all bleaches, for partial or total lightening.
Pour into a plastic container: 1 part (25 g) bleaching powder + 2 parts (50 ml)
Activ Pulp Enzyme 0.1 / 0.2 / 0.3 / 0.4. Mix well with a plastic brush.
Choose the most appropriate Activ Pulp Enzyme according to the desired lift.
Frozen Deco is compatible only with the molecular reconstruction system Oxilock Plasma
Miracle Come True.

Warnings

Do not heat up during application. Avoid contact with the skin. Do not inhale or swallow.
Do not use on damaged or brittle hair. Do not use if the scalp is damaged or irritated
or if skin is hypersensitive.
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NAVITAS ORGANIC TOUCH
DIRECT COLORING / SEMI-PERMANENT

For the client

A new taste in colour with lots of benefits:
Organic
Gentle
Safe
Allergen-Free
Paraben-Free
Personalised
Temporary

Technology
and ingredients

A skilful blend of eco-cert natural or naturally derived
substances developed by the Jean Paul Mynè laboratories’
tireless work to deliver the very best
for healthy hair in harmony with nature.

Organic Touch
shampoo

It contains marine collagen and oat and wheat proteins,
which have a moisturizing, nourishing action. Free from
sulphates, SLS and SLES, it contains cleansing agents
of natural origin obtained from coconut and olive,
for a gentle but in-depth cleansing action on the
hair and scalp.

Organic Touch
mask

Precious amino-acids and ceramides give Organic Touch
Mask a powerful, synergic reconstructive action on even
seriously damaged hair, while Argan, Wild Rose And Flax oils
help to untangle and moisturise the hair, and give it shine.

COLOR CHART
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NAVITAS ORGANIC TOUCH
GUIDANCE CHART
ALL THE NUANCES ARE COMPLETELY INTER-MIXABLE
Guidance on use
of shades in relation
to starting level

STARTING
LEVEL

The result and intensity of the effect of Navitas Organic Touch depend on the hair’s starting
level. Below are some guidelines on the shades which can be used in relation to the starting
level, and just some of the infinite formula you can create.

BLACK
1

VERY DARK BROWN
2

DARK BROWN
3

BROWN
4

DARK BLONDE
6

LIGHT BROWN
5

BLONDE
7

LIGHT BLONDE
8

VERY LIGHT BLONDE
9

PLATINUM BLONDE
10

EXTRA LIGHT
PLATINUM BLONDE

11

SHADES
BLUEBERRY
polar blonde

SESAME

light blonde

CURRY

golden light blonde

CINNAMON
honey blonde

TUMERIC
copper blonde

PAPRIKA
intense red

SUMAC
purple

CAROB
carrub

CUMIN

red neutraliser

GREY PEPPER
grey

POPPY SEEDS
black

MILK

colourless

COLOR CHART
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NAVITAS ORGANIC TOUCH
FEATURES
FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE TREATMENT PLANNED

For cleansing and adding
highlights to hair

Step 1
Apply Navitas Organic Touch shampoo with hands or brush, without rubbing or massaging,
applying to all the hair. Leave to take effect for 3 minutes, then lather and wash.
Rinse thoroughly.

For adding highlights
to undyed hair

Step 2
Squeeze out the surplus water and brush Navitas Organic Touch mask onto the wet hair,
without rubbing or massaging, applying to all the hair. Leave to take effect for 5 minutes.
Rinse thoroughly.

Step 2
Brush on Navitas Organic Touch mask, without rubbing or massaging, applying to all the hair.
Leave to take effect for 20 minutes. Rinse thoroughly.
Step 3
Proceed to style as required.

Step 3
Dry the hair and proceed with styling.
For revitalising
and blocking colour
after colouring

For keeping colour
vibrant over time

Step 1
Apply Navitas Organic Touch shampoo with hands or brush, without rubbing or massaging,
applying to all the hair. Leave to take effect for 3 minutes, then lather and wash.
Rinse thoroughly.

Step 1
Apply Navitas Organic Touch shampoo with hands or brush, without rubbing or massaging,
applying to all the hair. Leave to take effect for 3 minutes, then lather and wash.
Rinse thoroughly.
Step 2
Brush on Navitas Organic Touch mask, without rubbing or massaging, applying to all the hair.
Leave to take effect for 5 minutes. Rinse thoroughly.

Step 2
Squeeze out the surplus water and brush Navitas Organic Touch mask onto the wet hair,
without rubbing or massaging, applying to all the hair. Leave to take effect for 5 minutes.
Rinse thoroughly.

Step 3
Proceed to style as required.

Step 3
Dry the hair and proceed with styling.

Warnings

Prepigmenting
before colouring

Wet the hair with water. Brush Navitas Organic Touch mask onto the wet hair, without rubbing
or massaging, leaving to take effect for 10 minutes. After this time, apply the colour directly,
without rinsing.
Complete the colour procedure in the normal way with the Organic Touch Milk shampoo,
rinsing out residues and if wished applying Organic Touch Milk mask depending on the hair’s
structure, then rinse and proceed to style as required.

For controlling highlights
or correcting a colour

Apply Navitas Organic Touch shampoo with hands or brush, without rubbing or massaging,
applying to all the hair. Decide the leave-in time in relation to the hair’s porosity and starting
colour, keeping a careful eye on the process throughout the leave-in time. When done,
lather and then wash. Rinse thoroughly and apply Navitas Organic Touch milk mask.
Dry and proceed to style as required.

For creating the right
shade for streaks
or highlights

Brush on Navitas Organic Touch shampoo or mask depending on the intensity required,
without rubbing or massaging, applying to all the hair. Decide the leave-in time in relation
to the hair’s porosity and starting colour. When using the shampoo for shade adjustment,
when done, lather and then wash. Rinse thoroughly and apply Navitas Organic Touch Milk Mask.
When using Navitas Organic Touch Mask, dry thoroughly and proceed to style as required.
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Step 1
Apply Navitas Organic Touch shampoo with hands or brush, without rubbing
or massaging, applying to all the hair. Leave to take effect for 5 minutes, then lather and wash.
Rinse thoroughly.
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Use Navitas Organic Touch milk to lighten and attenuate the intensity of all the Navitas
Organic Touch shades (Milk mask to reduce the intensity of the mask or Milk shampoo
for the shampoo).
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